MooseMeasure Accurate Ruler Mod for Silent Hunter III

What does this mod do?

It is a replacement ruler tool, that allows you to draw the lengths of lines to a much greater degree of accuracy than you can with the default ruler.  It replaces the enhanced ruler tool cursor (aka Jiim's ruler mod) by default, but instructions are included for alternative installations.


How do I install it?

If you're using the JoneSoft Generic Mod Enabler, place the MooseMeasure folder and its subfolders in your Silent Hunter III\MODS folder, and use JSGME in the normal way.  Note that this will replace your Mouse.cfg file with one that has the corrected centre coordinates for the new cursor.  This is designed for SH3 version 1.3 users, and will replace the standard LineExt.tga cursor (the enhanced ruler tool) with the new one.

If you would like to retain the existing enhanced ruler and change the basic ruler instead, or if you are using SH3 version 1.2 or earlier, follow the instructions below.

A. If you are using JSGME

1. Extract the mod to a folder of your choice (not the game folder).
2. Navigate to the MooseMeasure\data\Menu\MouseCurs folder.
3. Rename the new LineExt.tga file to "Line.tga".  
4. Delete the new Mouse.cfg file.
5. Rename the new alt_Mouse.cfg file in the Documentation folder to "Mouse.cfg" and place it in the MooseMeasure\data\Menu\MouseCurs folder.
6. Place the MooseMeasure folder and its subfolders in your Silent Hunter III\MODS folder, and use JSGME in the normal way.

B. If you are not using JSGME

1. Open the SilentHunterIII\data\Menu\MouseCurs folder.
2. Find the Mouse.cfg and Line.tga files and make a backup of them somewhere.
3. Extract the mod to a folder of your choice (not the game folder).
2. Navigate to the MooseMeasure\data\Menu\MouseCurs folder.
3. Rename the new LineExt.tga file to "Line.tga".  
4. Delete the new Mouse.cfg file.
5. Rename the alt_Mouse.cfg file in the Documentation folder to "Mouse.cfg" and place it in the MooseMeasure\data\Menu\MouseCurs folder.
6. Copy the new Line.tga and Mouse.cfg to the SilentHunterIII\data\Menu\MouseCurs folder


IMPORTANT NOTE: Do *NOT* place both the alt_Mouse.cfg file and the Mouse.cfg file in the MouseCurs folder.  This will cause problems with the centre of the cursor not matching the line end points.


It's a bit big, isn't it?

Yes it is.  Unfortunately it has to be that big, because the radius of the circle has to be the same size as the length of the map scale shown bottom left on the navigation map.  


Why is that?

The ruler cursor can't change size on screen, so it works by making use of the map scale.  Whenever you are using it, you must always be aware of the scale you are currently in.  If you don't know the map scale, you will interpret the distance measurement incorrectly.  The solid rings on the scale represent the divisions of the scale, e.g. if you are in the 500m scale, they represent 100m, 200m, 300m, 400m and 500m, working out from the centre.  To remind you of this, they are marked "1/5 Scale", "2/5 Scale", etc, out to "1x Scale".  The dotted rings represent one-fifth divisions between the solid rings, e.g. in the 500m scale, the dotted rings are 20m apart, since this is one-fifth division of 100m.

Here's a table, though if you refer to the on-screen scale, you will not need to refer to the table during play:

Map Scale   Solid Rings  Dotted Rings
  250m        50m          10m
  500m        100m         20m
  1250m       250m         50m
  2500m       500m         100m
  5000m       1000m        200m
  "13km"      2500m        500m
  25km        5km          1km
  50km        10km         2km

Between 2/5 Scale and 3/5 Scale is an angular scale that is used to determine line direction in exactly the same way as the default enhanced ruler tool.  North is at the bottom because it measures a reciprocal bearing, representing the direction *from* the start of the line *to* the end of the line.  

The outer edges of the angular divisions are where a dotted ring would be, the inner edges of the "tens" divisions also coincide with a dotted ring radius, and single dots have been placed between the numbers to represent other dotted rings.


Okay, so how do I use it?

To use the tool, first of all zoom to an appropriate map scale.  Click on the start point of your line, then drag the cursor in the direction you want (using the angular scale), until the start point of your line intersects the ring that you want.  For example, if you want a line 340m long, zoom the chart to the 500m scale, click your start point, then position your second point so that the start point of the line is on the second dotted ring outside the 3/5 Scale solid ring.  The 3/5 Scale ring represents 300m at this scale (no maths required, just look at the map scale), and two dotted rings outside that is 300m + 40m = 340m (okay, that's a teeny bit of maths!).  Think of each ring as the distance from your start point to the centre, where the line ends.  Example1.jpg illustrates this.


But I want to draw longer lines than that!

No problem, we just need to do a bit more explaining.  Say, for example, you want to draw a line 1340m long.  You could zoom to the 2500m scale (the next available scale bigger than 1340m), then use a 2/5 Scale ring representing 1000m, position your first point 3 dotted rings outside that (300m) and add a little bit to represent 40m.  In some cases, that's good enough, but at other times you might need a bit more precision.  If you zoom in closer, you can measure lines even if they start outside the outermost ring.  

How?

Note that when you draw a long line, division marks are automatically placed along it.  The spacing of these marks dynamically changes to match the current map scale.  That is, when the map scale shows 500m the marks are 500m apart, but if you zoom in to the 250m scale they will be 250m apart.  In the case of the 250m scale, the marks will be displayed as 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.3 etc., and for the 1250m scale as 1.3, 2.5, 3.8, 5.0, etc..  This is because they are rounded to one decimal place.  The distances ending in 0.3 or 0.8 actually represent 0.25, 0.75, 1.25, 1.75, etc..  If you interpret the 0.3 and 0.8 correctly as 0.25 and 0.75, you will find that the marks are placed accurately at precise intervals.

We can use these marks to draw longer lines that start outside the rings when the map is zoomed in, making the tool more precise.  Instead of positioning the start point of the line on the ring of our choice, we position one of the marks there.  Because of the size of the cursor, there will always be exactly one mark either within the circle or at its edge.  We'll call this mark the reference mark, because this is the term Wazoo used in his similar mod, and it's nice to be consistent!  The length of the line is then the distance from the centre to the ring where the reference mark is, plus the distance shown next to the reference mark itself (remembering to interpret 0.3 or 0.8 correctly).  Again, think of the rings as the distance from the reference mark to the end of the line.  For example, in Example2.jpg the line is 1330m long.  The 1.0 mark is positioned between the rings representing 320m and 340m at the current map scale, so we add this value (330m) to the 1000m at the mark.  Using this approach, we can draw lines of any length accurately, at any scale, BUT ALWAYS CHECK WHAT SCALE YOU ARE IN!

Remember that the angular scale represents the bearing of the line from north.  If you want relative bearing from your bow, as given by the periscope, you will still need Jace11's bearing mod or a similar one.

I've only had a little chance to practice with it, but I find the best scale to be 500m.  At that scale, there is no difficulty in interpreting the reference mark, which is always a multiple of 500m.  The dotted rings are 20m apart, but you can easily interpolate between them for 10m accuracy.  Once you get the hang of it, you can get the end point in roughly the right place, then zoom in for precision, but always remember to check your scale before you click the end point.  (Yes, I am labouring that point, but it is important)

If you need any help, by all means post a Subsim forum message or PM me and I'll try to help.  I am no modder, I followed what others had done before to do the graphics, but I can answer any query about how to use the mod.


Isn't this the same as Wazoo's Precision Range mod?

Yes it is: it's exactly the same in principle.  The only difference is that Wazoo has made his for use at the 250m scale only, with a nifty help feature for the tricky arithmetic at this scale.  Mine is intended to be used at any scale, so it is more versatile, but you get no arithmetic help!  Mine also has the angular scale moved further in, as I often use it to draw lines that start within the circle, and the edges of the cursor are often off the map because of its size.  With Wazoo's mod, it is probably rare for lines to start within the circle (lengths of less than 250m), so the angular scale can be at the outer edge.  My version isn't better than Wazoo's, it's just different.  Use whichever one you get on with best.


Why is it blue?

Quite simply because it is big, and often overlaps Wazoo's nomograph and Jace11's bearing mod, both of which I use.  It's easier to make out the lines if one of the mods is a different colour :)


Official Stuff

This mod was created by Moose Malloy for use with the Ubisoft submarine simulation Silent Hunter III, version 1.3.  It is presented as is, and no responsibility will be taken for any consequences of its use or misuse.  It will (hopefully) be made available to download from www.subsim.com, or by personal distribution from me.  If you want to host it elsewhere, please ask permission first via a Private Message to Moose Malloy on the Subsim forums.  Thank you.

MM, 28th May 2005







